Q. What types of applications is the OLWX1 suited for?
A. The most common applications will be as a wall pack that will replace up to a 250W MH. However, accessories can turn the OLWX1 into a floodlight to illuminate signs, sides of buildings, etc.

Q. What does the OLWX1 replace?
A. The OLWX1 replaces up to a 250W MH. The OLWX1 is much more versatile in its lighting options.

Q. What is the rated life of the LED's?
A. The OLWX1 uses LED's with a 100,000 hour LED lifespan based on IESNA LM-70 results and calculated per IESNA TM-21-11 methodology.

Q. What are the mounting options for the OLWX1 luminaire?
A. There are multiple options. It can mount flush against the wall or with a back box for conduit entry. Floodlight accessories are also available in knuckle, yoke, or slipfitter. (sold separately from the wall pack).

Q. What are the suggested mounting heights?
A. Of course this depends on your application and how much light you want on your target surface. However, for downlight applications, typical installations will be between 8-15 feet.

Q. Is this product UL listed?
A. The OLWX1 is UL/CUL listed for wet locations.

Q. Is this product listed with Lighting Facts and DesignLights Consortium (DLC)?
A. The OLWX1 is Lighting Facts listed and DLC qualified.

Q. Where is the OLWX1 manufactured?
A. The OLWX1 is manufactured by our partner factory in China.

Q. How many lumens does the OLWX1 produce?
A. The 13W model produces 1,271 lumens, the 20W model produces 1,854 lumens, and the 40W model produces 4,027 lumens.

Q. What color temperatures are available?
A. The OLWX1 is available in 4000K and 5000K CCT.

Q. What voltages are available?
A. MVOLT (120-277V) and 347V are available on the OLWX1.

Q. Does this product have surge protection?
A. Yes, the OLWX1 has 2.5kV protection for the wall pack configuration. It is increased to 6kV for the floodlight configurations.

Q. Is pricing available?
A. Yes, standard pricing is available in agile and your Quotations Manager can assist with pricing for large opportunities.

Q. What are the suggested mounting heights?
A. The OLWX1 will be kept in stock at all Acuity Brands Distribution Centers for immediate delivery.

Q. Are samples of this product available?
A. Yes, corded samples are in stock and available. Standard product is also available for trial through the Trial Installation Program.

Q. What sales and merchandising tools are available?
A. A counter display, gondola sample, spec sheet, sell sheet, PowerPoint training modules, and competitive comparisons.

Q. What is the warranty for the luminaire, components and finish?
A. The OLWX1 is covered by the Acuity Brands Lighting 5-year limited Outdoor LED warranty. This warranty is located at www.acuitybrands.com/CustomerResources/Terms_and_conditions.aspx.